Fall Economic Update 2020

The following is an update to the economic status of the province since the release of
the 2020-21 Provincial Budget. This document will provide an overview of the evolving
economic situation, both internationally and nationally, followed by an in-depth look
at the economic indicators for the province as they have continued to evolve through
2020. All information in this document is current to September 29, 2020.

Highlights of the Prince Edward
Island Economy

• Prince Edward Island’s population
is estimated to be 159,625 as of July
1, 2020. This represents a yearly
increase of 2,363 persons or a 1.5
per cent annual growth rate.
• The number of persons employed
on the Island stood at 75,700, a
decline of 2.1 per cent from 2019.
• The compensation of employees
increased 0.7 per cent on a
year-to-date basis through June,
the fastest growth amongst
provinces.
• Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
consumer prices on the Island
remain subdued, with inflation up
0.1 per cent through August.
• On a year-to-date basis through
July, retail sales on the Island are
down 2.8 per cent. Nationally sales
declined 6.6 per cent over this time
period.
• Wholesale trade advanced 2.8 per
cent through July, the only province
in the country to have positive
growth over this time period.

• Investment in building
construction has remained robust
through the pandemic, up 7.3
per cent on a year-to-date basis
through July.
• Housing starts on the Island
are up 13 per cent through the
second quarter of 2020, while
completions have increased by
90.4 per cent.
• Prince Edward Island’s farm cash
receipts for the second quarter
of 2020 totalled $149.3 million,
up 16.3 per cent compared
to the same period last year.
Year-to-date, Prince Edward
Island’s farm cash receipts totalled
$299.2 million, up 8.9 per cent
compared to the first half of 2019,
and a new record.
• Sales at food services and drinking
places are down 24.3 per cent on
a year-to-date basis through July,
with sales 36.2 per cent below
last year’s level. Nationally sales at
food services and drinking places
have declined 29.5 per cent over
this time period.
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• Through July, there have been
200, 674 overnight stays, with
almost half (96,123) coming in
July after the opening of the
Atlantic bubble.
• Manufacturing shipments on the
Island have declined 4.9 per cent
on a year-to-date basis through
July, the smallest decline
amongst provinces.
• On a year-to-date basis through
July, international exports from
the Island are up 3.3 per cent,
the only province in the country
to record positive growth over
this timeframe.
• Based on the average of
published private sector
forecasts, the economy is
projected to contract by 3.9
per cent in 2020. This is an
improvement from June, when
the economy was projected to
contract by 5.1 per cent.
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International and National
Economic Context

The COVID-19 pandemic continues
to exact a heavy toll on economies
across the globe, and Canada is
no exception. Most countries have
emerged from the heights of their
economic lockdowns at various points
through the summer, and have been
largely able to keep major outbreaks
of COVID-19 under control, though
notable exceptions remain, such as the
United States, Brazil, Russia and India.
Global economic growth continues
to be revised down, with the recovery
looking more like a check mark than a
‘v’; a return to pre-pandemic levels of
activity is not likely to occur until late
2021 and into 2022. According to the
International Monetary Fund global
economic growth is estimated to
contract by 4.9 per cent in 2020, down
1.9 percentage points from its April
forecast.
Interest rates remain low across
advanced economies and are

projected to remain low for some time.
The Bank of Canada, at its latest rate
announcement announced that it was
maintaining its target for the overnight
rate at 0.25 per cent, as well as
continuing its asset purchase program
until the recovery is well underway.

"The Canadian economy
contracted by 11.5 per
cent in the second
quarter of 2020"
Nationally, the Canadian economy
contracted by 11.5 per cent in
the second quarter of 2020, after
contracting by 2.1 per cent in the
first quarter. This was the steepest
decline on record (since 1961). This
decline was caused by significant
decreases in household spending,
business investment, and international
trade which stemmed from the
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closure of non-essential businesses,
border closures and restrictions on
travel and tourism caused by the
pandemic. However, the Canadian
economy is beginning to rebound
from the worst of the economic
effects of the pandemic. Real GDP
by industry expanded 6.5 per cent
in June, following a 4.8 per cent
increase in May, the largest monthly
increase since the series began in
1961. Both the goods producing
industries and service producing
industries improved in June, with
gains of 7.5 per cent and 6.1 per cent
respectively, with 19 of 20 industries
showing growth. Though this growth
does erase some of the losses seen
in March and April, economic activity
remains approximately 9 per cent
below February’s pre-pandemic
level. Preliminary estimates suggest
that GDP growth for July will be
approximately 3 per cent.

Figure 2: Quarterly Change in Real
GDP Canada
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Provincial Economic Situation
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the economic situation of the province was very strong. Real
GDP growth in 2019 was 4.5 per cent, the fifth year in a row where GDP growth exceeded the
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Figure 1: Real GDP by Industry
Canada (SAAR)
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International immigration declined by 8.2 per cent in
inter-provincial migration. There were 1,353 births and 1,367
2019-20. From July 2019 to June 2020, 2,082 international
deaths on Prince Edward Island from July 1, 2019 to June 30,
immigrants came to the province, as compared to 2,267 the
2020, resulting in natural growth (births minus deaths) of
previous year. At a rate of 13.1 per thousand, the province
minus 14.
had the highest immigration rate in the country, ahead
The rate of population growth declined nationally, in
of Saskatchewan at 11.4 per thousand. The immigration
most provinces, and the Yukon as a result of the COVID-19
rate for Canada was 7.6 per thousand. In addition, other
pandemic restrictions
which came
into force
time since 2014-15 that PEI saw a net loss from inter-provincial
migration.
There
weremid-March.
1,353
international migration components resulted in a net
As
the
majority
of
the
growth
both
nationally,
and
births and 1,367 deaths on Prince Edward Island from July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020, resultingoninthe
increase of 757 persons. This results in a total increase of
natural
growth (births minus deaths) of minus 14. Island, is as a result of international immigration, these
2,839 due to international migration.
restrictions limited entry into the country. Prince Edward
A total of 3,296 inter-provincial migrants came to PEI in
had the largest drop in its rate of population growth
The
rate of population growth declined nationally, inIsland
most
provinces, and the Yukon as a result
2019-20, while 3,758 people left the province for other areas
between 2019 and 2020, from 2.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent,
of the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions which came into force mid-March. As the majority of the
of Canada for a net interprovincial loss of 462 persons. This
still recorded the fastest growth amongst provinces.
growth
both nationally, and on the Island, is as abut
result
of international immigration, these
was the first time since 2014-15 that PEI saw a net loss from
restrictions limited entry into the country. Prince Edward Island had the largest drop in its rate of
population growth between 2019 and 2020, from 2.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent, but still recorded
the fastest growth amongst provinces.
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Figure 3: Annual Population Growth Rates, Canada, Provinces
and Territories July 1, 2019 - July 1, 2020
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Employment
Employment contracted sharply in April as the measures to protect public health closed many
business and kept workers home. A recovery in employment began in May as public health
restrictions began to be loosened and the start of seasonal fishing and farming sectors, however
the employment situation on the Island continues to be impacted by the coronavirus pandemic.
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Employment

Figure 3: Annual Popluation growth rates of provinces and
territories April 1, 2019-April 1 2020
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Figure 4: Employment and the Unemployment Rate PEI Jan
2019-Aug 2020

Source: Statistics Canada
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Though employment indicators have improved compared to what was seen in April, most metrics

The unemployment rate through August stood at 10.8 per cent, an increase of 1.75 percentage
points from a year earlier, while the participation rate has declined by 1.7 percentage points to
total 74,700 people. The employment rate has also fallen 2.5 percentage points to 57,800 people.
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August 2019 levels. Notable declines
are seen in accommodation and food
services, information, culture and
recreation and business, building and
other support services.
The unemployment rate through
August stood at 10.8 per cent, an
increase of 1.75 percentage points from
a year earlier, while the participation
rate has declined by 1.7 percentage
points to total 74,700 people. The
employment rate has also fallen 2.5
percentage points to 57,800 people.

Table 1

Prince Edward Island Employment by Industry Unadjusted

Total employed, all industries
Goods-producing sector
Agriculture
Forestry, fishing, mining, quarrying, oil and gas
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Services-producing sector
Wholesale and retail trade
Transportation and warehousing
Finance, insurance, real estate, rental and
leasing
Professional, scientific and technical services
Business, building and other support services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Information, culture and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services (except public administration)
Public administration

Average weekly earnings have
increased 9.5 per cent over this time
period, with wage in the goods
producing sector increasing by 8.0 per
cent and in the services sector by 9.6
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83.9
81.6
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-8.5%
2.6
2.7
0.1
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0.3
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0
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7.3
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0.3
4.1%
6.8
7.2
0.4
5.9%
62.1
59.5
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0
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increased 0.7 per cent on a year-to-date
basis through June, the fastest growth
amongst provinces. Along with Nova
Scotia, PEI was the only province
to record growth. Nationally the
compensation of employees fell
2.3 per cent through June.

The compensation of employees increased 0.7 per cent on a year-to-date basis through June, the
fastest growth amongst provinces. Along with Nova Scotia, PEI was the only province to record
growth. Nationally the compensation of employees fell 2.3 per cent through June.

Federal Supports to Individuals and Businesses
The federal government implemented a range of financial support programs to help individuals and businesses through the

Federal Supports to Individuals and Businesses
The estimated
value
of several
of these
programs
shown in the following table and total approximately $580
The federalpandemic.
government implemented
a range
of financial
support
programs
to helpare
individuals
and businesses
through
the first
pandemic.
The estimated
value of several
of thesegovernment
programs are is providing provinces and territories with funding in
million
for the
6 months
of the pandemic.
The federal
shown in the following table and total approximately $580 million for the first 6 months of the
2020/21 to share in the cost of safely restarting the economy and opening schools.
pandemic.
Table 3:
Table 2:
Estimated Value of Federal Government COVID-19 Response Measures
Paid to PEI Individuals and Businesses

Estimated Value of Federal Government Safe Restart and Safe Return to
Class Agreements Transferred to Province of PEI

Benefit
$ '000*
Benefit
$ '000*
Canada Emergency Response Benefit
265,000
Testing, Contact Tracing, and Data Management
12,540
Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy
117,700
Health Care System Capacity
5,016
Canada Business Account Loans**
124,000
Vulnerable Populations
3,093
Goods and Service Tax Credit Top-up
24,900
Municipalities and Transit
8,360
Essential Worker Wage Top-up
16,700
Personal Protective Equipment
12,540
OAS/GIS Pension Top-up
15,000
Child Care for Returning Workers
4,504
Canada Child Benefit Top-up
8,000
Safe Return to Class
10,390
Canada Emergency Student Benefit
6,300
Sub-Total
56,443
Canada Emergency Commercial Rental Assistance
2,000
Sub-Total
579,600
Total
636,043
** Up to 25% of loan amount is forgivable
* Est. by PEI Dept of Finance based on information available to 24 September.
On 23 September, the Speech from the Throne outlined commitments to extend several of the

financial support programs to individuals and businesses during the recovery phase.
September
23, theprovinces
Speech and
from
the Throne
outlined
commitments
The federalOn
government
is providing
territories
with funding
in 2020/21
to share to extend several of the financial support programs
in the cost of
safely
restarting
the
economy
and
opening
schools.
Consumer
Prices
to individuals and businesses during the recovery phase.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, consumer prices on the Island remain subdued, with inflation up
0.1 per cent through August. Food inflation increased 4.7 per cent through August, while shelter
inflation decreased 0.6 per cent.
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Figure 5: Fuel Prices PEI Jan 2019-August 2020
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Energy inflation declined 14.2 per cent over this period, reflecting both a decrease in demand as
a result of the pandemic as well as the impact of the energy price war between several large
producers increasing the quantity supplied over this period. The price of gasoline was 16.8 per
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cent lower, while the price of home heating fuel was 22.7 per cent lower than over the same
period in 2019.
As energy commodities have a larger basket weight in PEI’s CPI, this downward price trend helps
volatile commodities such as food and energy increased by 1.3 per cent in 2019. Nationally,

Retail trade was negatively impacted
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Figure 6: Retail Sales PEI Seasonally Adjusted
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On a year-to-date basis through July, retail sales on the Island are down 2.8 per cent. Sales have
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Figure 7: Growth in Seasonally Adusted Retail Sales YTD July
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Some segments of retail trade have held
up better
than
others. On an unadjusted basis, building
materials and supplies, food and beverage stores and general merchandise stores have sales that

clothing stores and furniture and home furnishing stores continue to have sales values below the
same period in 2019.
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Figure 8: YTD Retail Sales by Sector PEI
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Motor vehicle sales have declined 27.1 per cent by value on a year-to-date basis through July,

Motor vehicle sales have declined 27.1 per cent by value
Wholesale trade advanced 2.8 per cent through July, the
and by 29 per cent by volume over the same timeonly
period.
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Islandsales
felldeclined
substantially
March
April, before
beginning
to(May
recover
May.but have showed a
vehicle
26.9 perthrough
cent by value
and and
32.4 per
later than
retail sales
versusinApril),
cent by volume. Sales, both nationally and on the Island fell
positive rebound since that time. July sales were 5.5 per cent
substantially through March and April, before beginning to
above June levels, but were still 5.3 per cent lower than last
recover in May.
July.
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Housing
Edward Island Real Estate Association, there were 991 homes
The building sector has been less affected than others during
sold on
basis in
through
July, down
per cent
the pandemic.
Investment
in building construction
hasthrough July,
Wholesale
trade advanced
2.8 per cent
thea year-to-date
only province
the country
to8.8have
from
the
same
period
in
2019,
with
the
average
price
rising to
remained
robust
through
the
pandemic,
up
7.3
per
cent
on
a
positive growth in wholesale trade this year to date. Wholesale sales dropped later than retail
year-to-date basis through July, the strongest growth amongst $265,675, an increase of 13.6 per cent from the same period in
sales (May versus April), but have showed a positive rebound since that time. July sales were 5.5
2019. At $62.3 million, July 2020 saw the largest dollar value of
provinces. Non-residential construction is up 26 per cent,
per cent above June levels, but were still 5.3 per cent lower than last July.
homes sold on the Island for any month on record.
with industrial construction up 92.4 per cent and commercial
investment up 10.5 per cent, more than offsetting the 48.1
Housing starts on the Island are up 13 per cent through the
Housing
per cent
decline in government and institutional investment.
second quarter of 2020. Growth in housing starts ranged from
The building
sector
has1.3been
less
affected
during the pandemic. Investment in
Residential
investment
increased
per cent
over
this time than aothers
high of 16 pe cent in Saskatchewan, to a decline of 30 per
building
construction
has remained
robust
through the pandemic, up 7.3 per cent on a year-toperiod,
with single
dwelling investment
up 0.1 per
cent and
cent in Newfoundland and Labrador. Housing starts on the
datedwelling
basis through
July,
the3.4strongest
provinces. Non-residential construction is
multiple
investment
down
per cent. growth amongst
Island in 2020 were stronger than in each of the quarters in

up 26 per cent, with industrial construction up 92.4 per cent and commercial investment up 10.5

2019 suggesting that the pandemic had a minimal impact on
Though there was a pause in issuing building permits during
per part
cent,
more
than resulting
offsetting
the 48.1
decline
in government
and are
institutional
residential
building
so far. Completions
up 90.4 per cent,
the early
of the
pandemic,
in a decline
of per cent
investment.
Residential
investment
increased
1.3
per
cent
over
this
time
period,
with
singleIn order
totalling 676 completions during the first half of 2020.
nearly 90% in April, it resumed at the beginning of May.
dwellingthough
investment
up 0.1
cent
andthat
multiple
investment
3.4 per levels
cent.of population
for building
to keep pacedown
with increased
Consequently,
the rebound
in per
permits
since
time dwelling
growth it is estimated that housing completions need to
has been robust, the value of residential and non-residential
Deleted
exceedduring
1,200 units
year. part
As a result
of the
pandemic,
building
permits
is 12.3was
per cent
belowin
lastissuing
year’s levels.
Though
there
a pause
building permits
theperearly
of the
pandemic,
there have
beenbeginning
shortages of
specifically lumber,
Residential
permits
down 9.7
cent and
resulting
in aare
decline
ofper
nearly
90%non-residential
in April, it resumed
at the
ofmaterials,
May. Consequently,
machines
and
labour.
This
may
constrain
housing
starts in the
permits
are
down
18.5
per
cent.
though the rebound in permits since that time has been robust, the value of residential
and nonthirdyear’s
quarter,levels.
and beyond,
as economic
conditions
continue
residential
is 12.3
per cent
Residential
permits
are down
The pandemic
hasbuilding
done littlepermits
to quell the
acceleration
in below last
to
normalize.
Nationally,
housing
starts
are
down
5
per cent
housing
seenand
on the
Island. Accordingpermits
to the Prince
9.7 prices
per cent
non-residential
are down 18.5 per cent.
through June.

Figure 9: Value of Building Permits PEI ($ '000)
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The pandemic has done little to quellPrince
the acceleration
in housing prices seen on the Island.
Edward Island
According to the Prince Edward Island Real Estate Association, there were 991 homes sold on a
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Primary Industries
Agriculture
Prince Edward Island’s farm cash
receipts for the second quarter of 2020
totalled $149.3 million, up 16.3 per cent
compared to the same period last year.
Year-to-date, Prince Edward Island’s farm
cash receipts totalled $299.2 million, up
8.9 per cent compared to the first half of
2019, and a new record.
On a year-to-date basis, total crop
receipts increased by 21.1 per cent to
value $203.7 million. This was due to
a 13.0 per cent rise in potato receipts,
which valued $158.6 million, and a 62.6
per cent increase in receipts for other
crops, which valued $45.0 million.
Livestock receipts increased by 1.1 per
cent compared to the same period 2019,
to total $78.4 million. Cattle receipts
rose by 0.6 per cent and dairy receipts
increased by 1.3 per cent. Receipts for
hogs and other livestock increased
by 0.9 per cent. Total direct payments
decreased by 40.8 per cent to value
$17.2 million. Absent direct payments,
farm cash receipts through the second

quarter increased 14.8 per cent.
Nationally, farm cash receipts totalled
$33.8 billion through the second quarter
of 2020, up 6.0 per cent from the same
period in 2019.
The majority of farm products continued
to enjoy strong growth in prices on a
year-to-date basis through July. Grain
prices were up, with wheat, oats and
barley growing by 16.5 per cent, 8.7
per cent and 13.2 per cent respectively.
Soybean prices improved 2.2 per cent
over this time period. Livestock prices
improved across all categories, except
hogs, where the price declined by
13.6 per cent. For the supply managed
commodities, prices for chickens
increased 2.3 per cent, milk prices
increased 3.6 per cent while egg prices
increased 7.4 per cent.

Fishing
The spring fishing season saw difficulties
arising from the pandemic with demand
falling due to restaurant closures as
a result of pandemic restrictions, and
Fall Economic Update

difficulty in being able to access labour.
The spring season was delayed two
weeks due to COVID-19 precautions.
Consequently, landings were down
due to the shorter season, while due
to delays in having workers arrive,
many buyers - but not all - had to deal
with daily quotas further impacting
landings. The shore price was down
approximately $1.75 to $2.00 for most
of the season. The impact of smaller
catches and lower prices could result in
a contraction of $60 million from 2019
levels. The fall fishery began on August
10th, and finishes October 11th. Catches
appear to be on par with the fall fishery
of 2019, with prices being stronger than
in the spring.
Other shellfisheries, as well as the
aquaculture industry were also
disrupted by COVID-19, with the oyster
fishery delayed by one month and soft
prices, while the sales of farmed shellfish
was disrupted by restaurant closures in
the spring. The situation has improved
since, though shipments and exports
remain below 2019 levels.
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Tourism
The tourism sector continues to
be most severely impacted by the
pandemic. Though the Atlantic
Bubble has allowed for quarantinefree travel between the four Atlantic
Provinces since the beginning of
July, travel restrictions remain in
place for those coming from outside
the region.

Through to the end of July, bridge,
air and ferry traffic were down 59.5
per cent, 72.2 per cent and 79.6
per cent respectively. The opening
on the Atlantic bubble has had a
positive effect on bridge and ferry
traffic; July traffic was down 60.1
per cent for the bridge, and 65.6
per cent for the ferry, compared to
being down by 90.2 per cent and

Prince
Prince
Edward
Edward
Island
Island

99.4 per cent respectively the month
before. Through July, there have
been 200, 674 overnight stays, with
almost half (96,123) coming in July
after the opening of the bubble.
Room nights sold are down 71.1 per
cent, while the occupancy rate was
14.2 per cent year-to-date. As can be
seen in Figure 12, this is well below
2019 levels.

Figure 10: Total Overnight Stays PEI
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Manufacturing Shipments and Exports
Manufacturing shipments on the Island have declined 4.9 per cent on a year-to-date basis
through July, the smallest decline amongst provinces. The Island’s manufacturing base is heavily
Physical distancing rules also mean
drinking places are down 24.3 per cent
and drinking place in July, something
weighted toward food manufacturing, which continued to operate through the lockdown phase
that restaurants and bars continue
on a year-to-date basis through July,
that did not occur this year due to the
of the pandemic, though certain industries within food manufacturing, such as lobster and other
to operate at reduced capacity, while
with sales 36.2 per cent below July
pandemic limiting visitors to the Island.
shell fish did experience difficulties. Manufacturing has yet to see the same sort of bounce back
other venues have limits on the
2019 on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Nationally sales at food services and
seen in other industries, with the
value of July production 17 per centdrinking
below levels
seen last July,
number of people in attendance.
Due to the popularity of the Island as a
places have declined 29.5 per
and
down
3.1
per
cent
from
June
2020.
Non-durable
goods
manufacturing
declined
2.8 per cent
Though this industry is beginning
tourism destination, there is generally
cent over this time period.
through July, while durable goods
manufacturing declined 8.5 per cent.
to recover, sales at food services and
a large increase in sales at food services
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and 79.6 per cent respectively. The opening on the Atlantic bubble has had a positive effect on
bridge and ferry traffic; July traffic was down 60.1 per cent for the bridge, and 65.6 per cent for
the ferry, compared to being down by 90.2 per cent and 99.4 per cent respectively the month
before. Through July, there have been 200, 674 overnight stays, with almost half (96,123) coming
in July after the opening of the bubble. Room nights sold are down 71.1 per cent, while the
occupancy rate was 14.2 per cent year-to-date. As can be seen in Figure 12, this is well below
2019 levels.

Manufacturing Shipments
experience difficulties. Manufacturing has yet to see the
same sort of bounce back seen in other industries, with the
value of July production 17 per cent below levels seen last
July, and down 3.1 per cent from June 2020. Non-durable
goods manufacturing declined 2.8 per cent through July,
while durable goods manufacturing declined 8.5 per cent.

Figure 12: Change in Manufacturing Shipments YTD July
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Manufacturing shipments on the Island have declined 4.9
per cent on a year-to-date basis through July, the smallest
decline amongst provinces. The Island’s manufacturing
base is heavily weighted toward food manufacturing,
which continued to operate through the lockdown phase
of the pandemic, though certain industries within food
manufacturing, such as lobster and other shell fish did
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largest export, up 39.8 percent over this
timeframe, followed by processed seafood, up 12.1 per cent. Bioscience exports have grown
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Private Sector Forecasts
GDP forecasts for the Island have been
revised several times in attempts to
capture the impact of the measures
to combat the COVID-19 pandemic.
Based on the average of published
private sector forecasts as noted in
Table 1, the economy is projected to
contract by 3.9 per cent in 2020. This is
an improvement from June, when the
economy was projected to contract
by 5.1 per cent. Growth is projected

to rebound significantly in 2021, to
3.8 per cent, lower than the 5.0 per
cent rebound forecast in the spring,
reflecting the smaller projected in-year
contraction. There is a considerable
amount of uncertainty surrounding
the forecasts, though the spread in
forecasts has narrowed as the year
has progressed. Results for the Island
have largely improved as containment
efforts have been successful, allowing

for an earlier re-opening of the
economy than seen in other parts
of the country. However, the Island’s
economic strength will continue to
be somewhat curtailed until there is
significant improvement in the health
and economic wellbeing of other
Canadian provinces and our trading
partners, allowing for an easement in
border restrictions.

Table 4

Private Sector Forecasts as of September 29, 2020
Real GDP (% growth)
Organization
2019
2020
2021
Date Issued
Conference Board of Canada
-4.9%
4.0%
August 24, 2020
TD Bank
-2.9%
2.6%
Sept 17, 2020
RBC
-4.0%
4.0%
Sept 10, 2020
CIBC
-5.4%
3.2%
Sept 25, 2020
BMO
-2.5%
4.5%
Sept 25, 2020
Scotiabank
-3.6%
4.6%
Sept 3, 2020
National Bank
-4.2%
4.0%
Sept 20, 2020
Average
4.5%
-3.9%
3.8%
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The Federal and Provincial government
have taken extraordinary financial
measures to support both individuals
and businesses through the course
of the pandemic. These transfers
to individuals and businesses have
helped to keep economic relationships
intact, and have allowed for an easier
return to economic activity over the
last number of months. The Federal

Government has indicated, through
its recent Speech from the Throne,
and subsequent legislation, that it is
committed to supporting individuals
and businesses for as long as necessary
through the recovery. Three new,
temporary benefits are being put
forward, the Canada Recovery Benefit
for those that require income support,
the Canada Recovery Sickness
Benefit for those who are sick or must
self-isolate due to COVID-19, and the
Canada Recovery Caregiving Benefit
for those who must care for family
members affected by COVID-19.

"Since the beginning of the
pandemic, Prince Edward
Island has recorded 59 cases
of COVID-19, with zero
hospitalizations and zero
deaths".
The phased approach to re-opening
the Island economy is well underway.
As of July 3rd, quarantine-free travel
has been permitted inside of the
four Atlantic Provinces. Schools have
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re-opened to in-person learning
for all students as of September
8th. Gathering limits continue to
be relaxed, allowing for expanded
childcare services, and contact to
be re-established with residents in
the Island’s long-term care homes .
Provincial border restrictions remain
in place to all those entering the
province from outside of the Atlantic
region, and gathering limits, including
at restaurants, remain in place. The
State of Emergency ended on 28
June, though the State of Public
Health emergency remains in effect.
It is anticipated that there will be a
further loosening of restrictions at
the beginning of October, with one
notable being an increase in the
allowed gathering sizes of private
indoor and organized groups. This will
likely constitute the ‘new normal’ until
a suitable vaccine or treatment for
COVID-19 is found.
The population is projected to
continue to grow through the rest
of 2020, and into 2021. Even with
border restrictions in place, the
Island’s population continued to grow
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In the short to medium term, learning
to live with COVID-19 will be essential
for economic recovery. The economic
impact of the pandemic has not been
as severe as originally thought and
the recovery has not been as fast as
evidenced by a slower rebound in
employment. Prince Edward Island has
been spared the worst of the health
effects of COVID-19 in large part due to
the compliance of the population with
public health directives, notably the
need for a 14-day quarantine period
for anyone returning from outside of
the Atlantic region. As a result, since
the beginning of the pandemic, Prince
Edward Island has recorded 59 cases
of COVID-19, with zero hospitalizations
and zero deaths.

employment remains below the baseline employment outlook until October, as shown in Figure
14.

Figure 14: Estimated Impact of COVID-19 on Island
Employment
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Finance has updated its projections
return to trend employment is as a
through the second quarter of
for employment. The newly modelled
result of the rebound in employment
2020, increasing by 376 people.
projections, contain information up to
for female workers lagging that of
Consequently, the pandemic did
and including the August Labour Force male workers, particularly for those
not have as large an impact on
Survey (LFS). Compared to the original with children.
immigration levels, and consequently
March projection, employment did not With the full re-opening of childcare
population growth, as originally
decline as much, and though the initial facilities and the return to in-person
anticipated. With the resumption of
more normal levels of nominations
rebounded was faster than projected,
schooling for all students, it is
and immigration, population
the track to returning to trend
expected that female labour force
growth in 2021 may be lower
employment lags the original outlook. participation will rebound through
than previous forecasts , but the
the fall. In the present scenario,
magnitude of the slowdown is less
"Learning to live with
employment remains below the
than was anticipated in June. This
baseline employment outlook until
COVID-19 and the continued
resumption of immigration and
October, as shown in Figure 14.
adherence to public health
inter-provincial migration activity
advice are essential for the
As with prior estimates,
will be key to continuing to support
Accommodation and Food Services,
economic recovery from the
domestic demand, and despite the
remains the industry most affected
pandemic until a vaccine or
pandemic, the Island is still on track
to achieve its target of having 160,000
effective therapy is available". compared to the baseline scenario,
with employment levels remaining
residents by 2022. It is estimated
belowin
thethe
baseline
until well
into the
previous
levels
by October/November,
asmodelling
compared
September
original
model.
Part of
that the Island’s
current
level of
The current
showsto
a slower
fall.
immigration
estimated
return to baseline
the
slowercontributes
return toantrend
employment
is as employment,
a result ofwith
the rebound in employment for female
construction
sector,
is poised
1.5 percentage
pointsthat
to the of
Island’s
employmentparticularly
levels only reaching
workers
lagging
male workers,
for those The
with
children.
With
thetofull reunderlying real GDP growth rate.
previous levels by October/November, continue to contribute positively to
opening of childcare facilities andas the
return to in-person schooling
for all students, it is expected
the economy in 2020.
compared to September in the
Consistent with the results seen
that female labour force participation
will Part
rebound
through the fall. In the present scenario,
original model.
of the slower
to-date the PEI Department of

Actual
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A significant amount of pent-up
demand as a result of the non-essential

businesses closures is likely to continue
through the coming months as retail
establishments, restaurants, and
accommodation services re-open to
customers. This should contribute to
a continued recovery in the retail and
wholesale trade industries -contingent
on the continued containment of the
virus during the fall and winter months.
Manufacturing shipments and exports,
while dependent on the health of
the Island’s trading partners should
continue to support growth on the
Island, though the composition of that
growth may shift slightly as aerospace
industries recover more slowly, and
biotechnologies continue to expand
in light of the pandemic. So far
through 2020, the Island is once again
diversifying its export destination,
something that will need to continue
throughout the recovery so that
markets can continue to grow.
Agriculture should continue to
contribute positively to the economy,
though a very dry summer and
questions surrounding labour issues do
present some downside risk. Though
some temporary foreign workers have
been able to enter the province, there
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has been concern about the availability
of labour to harvest crops. The dry
season is expected to negatively
impacted potato yields. However, the
dry growing season has resulted in
excellent quality for grain crops on the
Island resulting in a situation where
increased prices may make up for
smaller overall yields. The outlook for
fishing is mixed and depends on how
quickly markets for seafood products
return.
Tourism is forecast to have its worst
showing on record. Though spending
by locals and the opening of the
Atlantic bubble will make up some of
the difference, it will not be enough
to offset the decline in spending by
international tourists and those from
other parts of Canada. If tourism
demand through the rest of the season
is comparable to July, the Island could
see approximately 40 per cent of its
usual overnight stays.
Learning to live with COVID-19 and the
continued adherence to public health
advice are essential for the economic
recovery from the pandemic until a
vaccine or effective therapy is available.
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Continued population growth
should continue to propel residential
building, with several new multi-unit
developments announced and set to
begin construction within the calendar
year, while an ambitious capital plan
and investments from other levels of
government should continue to propel
non-residential investment through
the end of 2020. The future of the
construction on the Island also looks
promising out through the medium
term with several new large capital
projects in the offing in 2021 and
beyond, including the construction of
a new wind farm, a solar power and
battery storage project in Summerside,
the construction/renovation of several
new schools as well as the ongoing
construction of a new building at UPEI.
Increased availability of new rental
housing will result in a temporary
increase in the vacancy rate, but
pent-up demand for housing resulting
from several years of very low vacancy
rates, combined with continued
immigration, will quickly fill available
units.
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